O.V.S. VILLELLA srl

O.V.S. VILLELLA has been founded in 1975 by its actual Manager Peppino Villella as an aeronautical welding company. The company’s high level reliability allowed to enter important sub-supplier markets getting confidence and appreciation by its customers, which are some of the most important in their respective activity fields.

Via Dello Sport 26/28 - 21018 Sesto Calende (VA), ITALY
+39 0331 922 380
www.ovsvillella.it

Products
Design & Engineering.
Working: Tubes and duct, Water-jet cutting, Sheet-metal, NC machining + Multi-tasking, Traditional machining, Assemblies.

Technologies

Services
ND inspections: Radiographic, Liquid penetrant, Magnetic particle, Laboratory test: Tensile, Hardness, Conductivity, Roughness, Micrograph/Macrograph, Pull-out.